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U. S. Army Operator's Manual for AK-47 Assault Rifle

2007-01-01

this manual is a reproduction of the US army manual made by the military intelligence for American soldiers about the Soviet assault rifle AK-47. It's a must-have for any collector or sporting shooter of the AK platform as well as any service member who likes to be proficient with the most common rifle found today on the battlefield in the hands of insurgents and terrorists.

Operators Manual

1990*

this official military manual available in English for the first time was originally published by the Soviet Ministry of Defence the 7.62mm AKM assault rifle and its folding stock twin the AKMs were based on the popular AK-47 design. This illustrated manual covers the history, function, maintenance, assembly, and disassembly, confirmation of zero penetration characteristics of various cartridges trajectory and dispersion patterns, accessories, and more.

Operator's Manual for the AK-47 Assault Rifle

2021-03-30
The Official Soviet AKM Manual

1999-01-01

If you want to build your own AK pattern rifle and do it the correct way this is the book you need. The AK Akm Rifle Builder's Manual is the authoritative fully illustrated step by step guide to building the AK style rifle. It is the first manual of its kind to document and present the complete Akm build process using professional gunsmithing methods and machining best practices. No procedure is left out or glossed over. From disassembling a demilitarized Akm kit rifle to the final finish and assembly, every step is required for the AK enthusiast or commercial gunsmith to build a safe and functioning AKM semi-automatic rifle. This manual is covered with precise instructions and detailed photographs and illustrations. This manual is the final word on building an AKM rifle the proper way. Key concepts such as setting chamber dimension interference fit cycle of operation and zeroing are also covered. Topics covered include disassembling the demilitarized Akm barrel, populating, riveting and pinning correctly, establishing headspace, and the theory behind it. Riveting charts and theory, barrel drilling and reaming, receiver flats, welding, bolt guide rails, installing the optic side rail, rail lapping, and chamber polishing, heat treating the Akm receiver, parkerizing, and finishing options. Zeroing the Akm the Soviet Army way, cleaning and maintenance, interference fitment procedures.

Select Fire AK-47 Gilil and Valmet Conversion Manual

1994-01

The most current up to date full color manual anywhere on the AK47 Akm and AK74 rifle system authored by Erik Lawrence, former special forces instructor and owner of one of the most realistic and experienced training companies in the US. 120 pages of great to know information with procedures that have been vetted over time. 180 color pictures to better explain the listed procedures. Developed for weapons familiarization classes and instructor development, the best team room reference library available. The objective of this manual is to allow the reader to be able to use the AK47 Akm and AK74 rifle system safely and competently. The practical guide will give the reader background specifications of the weapon and its capability. Multiple descriptive photographs and instructions on its operation, disassembly, and assembly procedures demonstrate correct employment of tripod, proper safe firing procedures, malfunction, and misfire procedures. Operator level maintenance will also be detailed to allow the operator to understand and become competent in the use and maintenance of the AK47 Akm and AK74 rifle system.

The Official Soviet AK-74 Manual
AK-AKM Rifle Builder's Manual

2018-03-03

Over 5,300 total pages, marine recon reconnaissance units are the commander's eyes and ears on the battlefield. They are task organized as a highly trained six-man team capable of conducting specific missions behind enemy lines. Employed as part of the Marine Air Ground Task Force, reconnaissance teams provide timely information to the supported commander. The battlefield's varying types of missions a reconnaissance team conducts depend on how deep in the battle space they are operating. Division reconnaissance units support the close and distant battle space while force reconnaissance units conduct deep reconnaissance in support of a landing force. Common missions include but are not limited to: amphibious ground reconnaissance and surveillance to observe identify and report enemy activity, conduct specialized surveys, and other special reconnaissance missions. When properly task-organized with other forces, equipment, or personnel, they assist in specialized engineering and other special reconnaissance missions.

Infiltrate mission areas by necessary means to include surface, subsurface, and airborne operations. Conduct initial terminal guidance (ITG) for helicopters, landing craft, parachutists, air delivery, and supply designate and engage selected targets with organic weapons. Support the battle space by conducting reconnaissance. When properly task-organized with other forces, equipment, or personnel, they assist in specialized engineering and other special reconnaissance missions.

Some included publications are: 
- Basic Reconnaissance Course Preparation Guide
- Reconnaissance and Readiness TR Manual
- Reconnaissance Reports
- Ground Reconnaissance Operations
- Combat Operations
- Ground Observer Spotter and Controller
- Deep Air Support
- Scouting and Patrolling
- Civil Affairs Tactics
- Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain
- Convoy Operations Handbook
- Training Support Package for Convoy Survivability
- Convoy Operations Battle Book
- Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for Training Planning and Executing Convoy Operations
- Urban Attacks

Practical Guide to the Operational Use of the AK47/AKM and AK74 Rifle

2015-03-10

A showcase for basic firearm skills and the most current shooting equipment and methods in use today. From the bestselling team at Outdoor Life, whatever you are shooting, whether it's a tricked-out MSR, a tight 1911, or a custom skeet gun, the experts at Outdoor Life have the know how you need to take your skills to the next level. Covers handguns, rifles, shotguns, and ARs. Range skills for hunting. This book is filled with tips and tricks that build solid shooting fundamentals, letting you shoot faster and more accurately. Detailed drills for advanced gun handling and manipulation complete an expert
course in range accuracy personal protection fortune favors the prepared whether you re protecting your family while out on the streets or guarding your home the sensible real world tips on concealed carry and personal protection in this book could save your life competition insider tips from top competitors guide you through hands on pistol revolver precision rifle ar and action shotgun drills and techniques you can apply anywhere you shoot

???? ????????????

2014-10-09

the soviet ak47 akm assault rifle is tough and dependable and has spawned many spinoffs worldwide these rifles are now available in the u s but solid information on them is scarce learn about specs ammo and more find out why the ak47 is the world s most widely used gun

Manuals Combined: U.S. Marine Corps Basic Reconnaissance Course (BRC) References

2014-11-04

an illustrated guide to kalashnikov rifles

Practical Guide to the Operational Use of the AK-47/AK74 Rifle

1988-09-01

foreword this manual takes a general approach to coin the army recognizes that every insurgency is contextual and presents its own set of challenges you cannot fight the taliban the way you would fight the former soviet union the application of principles and fundamentals to deal with each vary considerably nonetheless all insurgencies even today s highly adaptable strains remain wars amongst the people employ variations of standard themes and adhere to elements of a recognizable revolutionary campaign plan this manual therefore addresses the common characteristics of insurgencies it strives to provide those carrying out a counterinsurgency campaign a solid foundation on which to build in seeking to understand and address specific insurgencies a counterinsurgency campaign is as described in this manual a mix of offensive defensive and stability operations conducted along multiple lines of operation it requires soldiers to employ a mix of both familiar combat tasks and skills more often associated with nonmilitary agencies with the balance between them varying depending on the local situation this is not easy leaders at all levels must adjust their approach constantly ensuring that their elements are ready each day to be greeted with a handshake or a hand grenade to be nation builders as well as warriors to help reestablish institutions and local security forces to assist in the rebuilding of infrastructure and basic services and to facilitate the establishment of local governance and the rule of law the list of such tasks is
A long one and involves extensive coordination and cooperation with a myriad of intergovernmental indigenous and international agencies indeed the responsibilities of leaders in a counterinsurgency campaign are daunting and the discussions in this manual endeavor to alert them to the challenges of such campaigns and to suggest general approaches for grappling with those challenges conducting a successful counterinsurgency campaign thus requires a flexible adaptive force led by agile well informed culturally astute leaders it is our hope that this manual provides the necessary guidelines to succeed in such a campaign in operations that inevitably are exceedingly difficult and complex our soldiers deserve nothing less

The Ultimate Shooting Skills Manual

1999

dark revelations the role playing game monster manual book of danger the hodgepocalypse is not a safe place to be and this book tells you why almost 300 monsters to use with your adventures

AK47

2014-12-07

praise for crime classification manual the very first book by and for criminal justice professionals in the major case fields the skills techniques and proactive approaches offered are creatively concrete and worthy of replication across the country heartily recommended for those working in the front line of major case investigation john b rabun jr acsw executive vice president and chief operating officer national center for missing and exploited children ccm is an outstanding resource for students pursuing forensic science degrees it provides critical information on major crimes which improve the user s ability to assess and evaluate paul thomas clements phd aprn bc egd df iafn drexel university forensic healthcare program the landmark book standardizing the language terminology and classifications used throughout the criminal justice system arranged according to the primary intent of the criminal the crime classification manual third edition features the language terms and classifications the criminal justice system and allied fields use as they work to protect society from criminal behavior coauthored by a pioneer of modern profiling and featuring new coverage of wrongful convictions and false confessions the third edition tackles new areas affected by globalization and new technologies including human trafficking and internationally coordinated cybercrimes expands discussion of border control the bureau of alcohol tobacco firearms and explosives atf and homeland security addresses the effects of ever evolving technology on the commission and detection of crime the definitive text in this field crime classification manual third edition is written for law enforcement personnel mental health professionals forensic scientists and those professionals whose work requires an understanding of criminal behavior and detection

Kalashnikov

2013-04-15
a detailed fully illustrated study of the most recognizable assault rifle ever produced the kalashnikov ak 47 is the most ubiquitous assault rifle in the world with more ak 47s and its variants in use than any other individual small arm created by senior sergeant mikhail kalashnikov and first adopted by the ussr soon after world war ii its production continues to this day with an estimated 75 million produced worldwide supported by photographs and original artwork this book takes a look at the complete history of the weapon discussing its design development and usage taking its story from the great armies of the soviet union to the insurgents and criminal gangs that often employ the weapon today


2011-04-01

be prepared to face any medical emergency with this essential guide while many first aid manuals provide valuable instructions on how to respond to various medical situations they may not meet the needs of the average citizen preparing to meet a broad range of medical emergencies with limited skills limited supplies and limited or non existent support from the emergency management system and medical professionals in this color photo illustrated manual veteran survivalist and trained emt james c jones did not create just another first aid book instead each subject is approached from the perspective of equipping the untrained citizen to provide care for family members and neighbors under extremely trying conditions without expert help prepper s medical manual includes basic first aid subjects such as bandaging splinting control of bleeding and treatment of shock along with those subjects specifically associated with the needs of those responding to true disaster emergencies complete with multiple step by step response guides and checklists for stocking personal medical emergency kits prepper s medical manual can ensure readiness for even the worst case scenario

Dark Revelations - The Role Playing Game - Monster Manual

2023-03-14

this new ebook series dives deep into proven techniques of home built aks profusely illustrated with numerous photos and diagrams these manuals will show you exactly how to assemble your ak parts kit step by step your build will go easy using our techniques recommended tools and veteran builder tips tricks all with a critical focus on both safety quality volume i covers both headspacing procedures and the population of the barrel components in a non original barrel or virgin barrel ak parts kit both ak 47 and ak 74 build procedures are described in the first book

Crime Classification Manual

2014-04-02
one of the most trusted brands in outdoor sports brings you the bigger and better gun reference with new sections that reflect trends and developments david e petzal and phil bourjaily field stream s shooting sports experts are the top rated writers working in the field today due to their knowledge experience and their ability to communicate even complicated topics with clear simple language and a dry and engaging wit new hints cover range shooting skills the fastest growing segment of the shooting world for newbies and weekend shooters the range offers a safe affordable way to try out target practice and have fun with friends the book also covers gun basics getting started gun safety choosing the right gun and more handguns expanded handgun section covers range target and indoor shooting for the casual enthusiast and the serious shooter rifles whether for hunting or target practice david petzal has decades of experience and expertise and shares it all with his trademark sense of humor shotguns phil bourjaily is a year round hunter as well as coaching clay and skeet shooting teams so he knows his shotguns and how to impart tips and tricks gear up shoot better hunt smarter stay safer with the total gun manual if you re looking for a new product for the hunter in your family or someone who just has an appreciation for firearms the total gun manual is packed full of great tips and advice

**The AK-47**

2017-05-07

because of a coincidence he possessed an unimaginable amount of attraction to the opposite sex as well as an unimaginable power from then on he became the dream lover of all the young girls becoming their springtime let s see how he can sweep through the flowers and enjoy the beauty of the spring in the world

**Prepper's Medical Manual**

2020-02-27

handy and often hilarious hacks from the resourceful tv hero includes illustrations for over thirty years the name macgyver has been synonymous with astonishing feats of ingenuity from fixing a car with nothing but water and egg whites to busting out of jail using a hairpin and a pair of repurposed handcuffs to of course saving the world with his favorite weapon a simple paperclip what you might not know is that every trick that the resourceful secret agent pulls off on cbs s hit show has been tested and fact checked by experts and really works most of the time no one is saying that you should craft a diy airplane out of trash bags and a lawnmower engine but with this book you could the first official how to guide to the macgyver universe this book is packed with drawings and step by step descriptions of the hacks that made this character the world s most resourceful secret agent it s lots of fun for fans of the new hit series as well as the classic show that started it all or anyone who enjoys a bit of applied physics and clever problem solving

**Build Your Own AK**
shares insider hints stories from the range and field and hands on guidance for the first time gun owner and the seasoned veteran alike offering advice on choosing the right gun increasing shot accuracy and staying safe

The Total Gun Manual
2017-09-05

The thoroughly updated second edition of this popular and widely used pocket reference guides the trauma team through every aspect of patient care after injury from prehospital care to resuscitation treatment of specific organ injuries priorities in intensive care and management of special situations designed for rapid on the spot information retrieval the trauma manual second edition will be a staple reference in emergency departments flow charts algorithms sequential lists and tables throughout facilitate quick clinical decision making more than 100 illustrations demonstrate specific injuries and procedures appendices include injury scales tetanus prophylaxis recommendations commonly used formulae and values and frequently used forms this edition includes a new chapter on commonly missed injuries and common pitfalls

Manual of Romantic Affairs
1854

The Official MacGyver Survival Manual
2018-02-10

an updated and revised edition of the most popular general knowledge manual features up to date comprehensive and all purpose in approach includes a set of multiple choice questions at the end of each section to test your understanding based on current trends in various examinations national and international current affairs included
the pearson concise general knowledge manual 2011 is accurate well researched and examination oriented this best seller helps to master the subject of general knowledge for various competitive examinations the book is based on current trends in general knowledge questions featured in various competitive examinations as well as in examinations conducted by upsc ssc banking services railway recruitment boards and central and state recruitment bodies it includes sample practice exercises for each subject area and a comprehensive question bank for practice in all three media paper pencil online and on mobile gprs only platforms it boasts of an up to date national and international current affairs section the latest updates and downloadable test papers available free on the web companion site

this latest edition of the pearson general studies manual continues to provide exhaustive study material for the general studies paper of the upsc civil services preliminary examination this student friendly book has been completely revised thoroughly updated and carefully streamlined and is strictly exam centric in this new edition a large number of new boxes and marginalia with additional and relevant information have been added to provide cutting edge information to the aspirant readers will find that important facts and information have been presented in the form of well structured tables and lists

the hostage rescue manual is a comprehensive illustrated source on the dynamic operations which have saved hundreds of lives in hostage situations around the world it is based on strategies that have proved successful in numerous incidents including the landmark sas rescue at prince s gate london and is compiled by an author with intimate and practical knowledge of the field

The Trauma Manual

1999
The title of the book the X manual is taken from the word *exousia* from the subtitle it is the Greek word for authority the word is used throughout the New Testament for our purposes it is used to express the divine authority or right to cast out demons I have given you authority *exousia* to trample on snakes and scorpions and to overcome all the power of the enemy nothing will harm you Luke 10:19 NIV Jesus gives believers authority to cast out demons this book is about spiritual authority over evil the X manual is a practical how-to handbook for clergy and laity on deliverance and exorcism one reason I wrote the book is because so few understand and or operate effectively in deliverance ministry nowhere is the church more inadequate or excessive than in deliverance ministry the X manual contains specific time tested biblical instructions on selecting and training a deliverance team pre deliverance work the deliverance session post deliverance work and other useful tools like the C1 13 instrument that helps determine if one needs deliverance deliverance is essential to the church’s New Testament healing and evangelism ministry it is time for the church to walk in the authority and power that Christ gave us to set the captives free

The Pearson Concise General Knowledge Manual 2012

2009

This book is not a learned treatise its purpose is to render practical instruction to all those physicians surgeons administrators and paramedical personnel who have to act in war or disaster situations as a manual it is in no way a substitute for existing detailed and specialized texts on the various aspects of trauma surgery and management rather have we attempted to collate the most essential knowledge required to organize and afford medical aid whenever civilian or military disaster strikes the man on the spot is hardly ever a specialist hence the need for a simple general manual of instruction the organizational aspects of medical services in war are very similar to those required for coping with a disaster indeed the military are often called to cope with civilian disasters our duty is to be prepared so as not to lose life and limb for lack of foresight there are repetitions in the book for which no apologies are made since they always concern invaluable knowledge the chapters are organized to afford an understanding of the organization of medical services the cause of wounds and traumatic disease and the pathophysiological processes resulting from the different kinds of trauma the management of treating casualties is divided in each section into the three basic echelons on site at the actual place of wounding at the medical battalion aid station and in the field or base hospital

Pearson General Knowledge Manual 2009

2009

A comprehensive guide to counterterrorism units around the world and their recruitment training weapons equipment tactics and missions in the past thirty five years counterterrorist units have been deployed to deal with airplane ship train and bus hijackings they have rescued hostages in various types of buildings and have dealt with barricaded bank robbers prison rioters and assorted dangerous criminals thousands have been rescued and millions have been safer because terrorists were aware that elite antiterrorist units were poised to act should they take hostages following the September 11th attack on the World Trade Centre the mission of many anti terrorist units has expanded some units now track terrorists to their lairs in other countries and strike them there despite the significant and growing role of these units little is known about the way they operate the selection training structure and principles of maintaining such units together with basic theories of asymmetric warfare are the subject of Thompson’s latest work in a practical step by step guide he analyses the necessary organization of such elite teams the arming and equipping of units and
methods for a variety of missions from hostage rescue and high level dignitary protection to securing foreign embassies and counter WMD strikes open the pages of this book and enter the world of
the counterterrorist operator praise for the counter terrorist manual a finely illustrated guidebook to antiterrorist units deployed to handle airplane ship train and bus hijackings units around the
world are examined in a survey of these elite antiterrorist units and their operations a pick for any military library and packed with color photos of equipment and more midwest book review

Concise General Knowledge Manual

2005-01-08

contents of this U.S. Army Field Manual 1 military intelligence missions and intelligence preparation of the battlefield 2 composition and structure 3 the interrogation process 4 processing and
exploiting captured enemy documents appendices a uniform code of military justice extract b questioning guides c S2 tactical questioning guide and battlefield exploitation of captured enemy
documents and equipment d protected persons rights versus security needs e reports f command language program g individual and collective training glossary charts and tables

Airman's Manual

2022-04-07

scp foundation anomalies scp 001 through to scp 999 including containment procedures experiment logs and interview transcripts an encyclopedia of the unnatural the foundation operating
clandestine and worldwide the foundation operates beyond jurisdiction empowered and entrusted by every major national government with the task of containing anomalous objects entities and
phenomena these anomalies pose a significant threat to global security by threatening either physical or psychological harm the foundation operates to maintain normalcy so that the worldwide
civilian population can live and go on with their daily lives without fear mistrust or doubt in their personal beliefs and to maintain human independence from extraterrestrial extradimensional and
other extranormal influence our mission is three fold secure the foundation secures anomalies with the goal of preventing them from falling into the hands of civilian or rival agencies through
extensive observation and surveillance and by acting to intercept such anomalies at the earliest opportunity contain the foundation contains anomalies with the goal of preventing their influence or
effects from spreading by either relocating concealing or dismantling such anomalies or by suppressing or preventing public dissemination of knowledge thereof protect the foundation protects
humanity from the effects of such anomalies as well as the anomalies themselves until such time that they are either fully understood or new theories of science can be devised based on their
properties and behavior about the ebook this ebook is an offline edition of the first series of fictional documentation from the scp foundation wiki all illustrations subsections and supporting
documentation pages are included all content is indexed and cross referenced essentially this is what a scp foundation researcher would carry day to day in their foundation issued ebook reader the
text has been optimised for offline reading on phones and ebook readers and for listening to via google play book s read aloud feature tables have been edited into a format that is intelligible when
read aloud the narration will announce visual features like redactions and overstrikes and there are numerous other small optimisations for listeners the scp text are a living work and the scp
documentation is a gateway into the scp fictional universe so links to authors stories and media are preserved and will open your reader s web browser this work is licensed under a creative
commons attribution sharealike 3 0 unported license and is being distributed without copy protection its content is the property of the attributed authors
the cyber attack survival manual is the rare security awareness book that is both highly informative and interesting and this is one of the finest security awareness books of the last few years ben rothke tapad engineering let two accomplished cyber security experts nick selby and heather vescent guide you through the dangers traps and pitfalls of online life learn how cyber criminals operate and how you can defend yourself and your family from online security threats from facebook to twitter to online banking we are all increasingly exposed online with thousands of criminals ready to bounce on the slightest weakness this indispensable guide will teach you how to protect your identity and your most private financial and personal information
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